
We are putting together a mining block of 20 Mechs, our Mechs:  

- Are optimized to work for the most profit (algorithms find what is the most profitable and go to work)

- Running the most energy efficient set up (3080s running hash rate of 100 MH/s) 

- Alway kept cool ( No hard working environments here!)

   

AND... they work 24/7 365 days a year 

5% of Mech Block 1.0 cost is $2200 ( Min 5%, no Max)

Mech3.io Info@mech3.io 



Our Mechs work on contracts broken into 2 phases: 

Phase 1-
- You will receive 80% of the work preformed Mechs in the block
until your starting cost is paid off.

Example:
Mechs in the block are earning 10 dollars a day 
- $200 per day earned by the block (5% would be $10 dollars a day - 20%) 
- 5% owned in the block  
  - $8 dollars a day
  - $240 dollars a month
  - $2,880 dollars a year

Phase 2-
Once the starting cost is paid off, you will earn 40% of the work preformed by 
Mechs in the block, for the life of the Mechs. 

  Using the same example as above, 10 dollars a day.

Example
- $200 per day earned by the block (5% would be $10 dollars a day - 60%) 
- 5% owned in the block 
  - $4 dollars a day
  - $120 dollars a month
  - $1440 dollars a year

*All numbers are examples, actual value of work done 

will change day to day based on the crypto markets 

Phase 1 Example: Is a return of the invested basis and $600 (assuming $2200 per 5%). 
Year 1 is a 100% return of basis with a 27% gain (600/2200)

Phase 2: is a 65% gain with 0 basis or a blended 24 month return of 46%.

Explained differently 



Our Mechs are custom built in the US with 2 key factors in mind Efficiency and Profitability 

The brain of our Mechs is the  GPU that is the workhorse, we run 080s in our Mechs.
We have tested and gone through many different configurations to find most efficient design. 

Because our Mechs work hard they produce HEAT, a lot of the decisions made in the hardware are to limit 
and control the HEAT.

- Custom cases
- Each Mech has 9 custom controlled fans
- Heat sync tape
- Liquid cooled
- They even have there own person AC units

No sweat shop here, our Mechs work 
comfortably at 70 degrees all year long.   

Got a Question?

  Like to write long winded - info@mech3.io 
  Like talking to a person - Call (816) 368-1385
  Like the short or sweet route- text (816) 368-1385 

To reserve your spot visit: 

https://mech3.io/mech-block-reservations
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Percent Current -20% Plus 20%

5.00% 265.7061 212.5649 271.0202

10.00% 531.4121 425.1297 542.0404

15.00% 797.1182 637.6946 813.0606

20.00% 1062.824 850.2594 1084.081

25.00% 1328.53 1062.824 1355.101

30.00% 1594.236 1275.389 1626.121

35.00% 1859.943 1487.954 1897.141

40.00% 2125.649 1700.519 2168.162

45.00% 2391.355 1913.084 2439.182

50.00% 2657.061 2125.649 2710.202

60.00% 3188.473 2550.778 3252.242

70.00% 3719.885 2975.908 3794.283

80.00% 4251.297 3401.038 4336.323

90.00% 4782.709 3826.167 4878.364

100.00% 5314.121 4251.297 5420.404

percent (%) of the blocked 

current monthy profit (current) 

current monthly profit less 20% (-20%)

current Monthly profit plus 20% (plus 20%)

* this is based on current month data, profits are changing daily. 

All payouts are preformed on the 1st of 
the month at 10 am and will be paid in 

Bitcion to your coin base wallet  

Month Current -20% Plus 20%

1 265.7061 212.5649 271.0202

2 531.4121 425.1297 542.0404

3 797.1182 637.6946 813.0606

4 1062.824 850.2594 1084.081

5 1328.53 1062.824 1355.101

6 1594.236 1275.389 1626.121

7 1859.943 1487.954 1897.141

8 2125.649 1700.519 2168.162

9 2391.355 1913.084 2439.182

10 2657.061 2125.649 2710.202

11 2922.767 2338.213 2981.222

In the sample with a 5% 
ownership of the block 

and based on the current 
column you would be in 
Phase 1 through month 
9, starting in month 10 

you would move to 
Phase 2.  

Pay back Sample

Really the Important thing is our Mechs go brrrrrrr....

But if you want a snap shot of 20 of our mechs over a months time we have that too!


